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Introduction
We have compiled this set of 20 puzzles to be used in Create mode.  They will give you ideas for your 
own game levels and develop your coding abilities, but they are only a guide and we would encourage 
you to be creative in extending these puzzle ideas as well as coming up with your own.

Some of our puzzles require some prior knowledge that is contained in another puzzle in this set.  
Where this is the case one of the numbered instructions will be "complete puzzle #X" or it will be listed 
in the description as "extension of puzzle #X".

If this is your first experience of Code Kingdoms we have some introductory tutorial videos that you 
may find useful. These can be found at codekingdoms.com/webcasts/

Contents
Spikes as obstacles p. 2-5

Using buttons p. 6-13

Glitches and Glitchlings p. 14-21
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Puzzle #1: Use a button to lower a set of spikes
Puzzle description: Player codes a button to lower some spikes when pressed. 
Difficulity: Easy

Place a set of spikes in the world. Spikes are found under the
Interactives tab.

Place a button in the world. Buttons are found under the Interactives
tab.

Select the button and add the function onPress. This will open the
Sequencer.

onPress

Select the spikes you want to control with the button and choose
lower.

SpikesA.lower();

Tips: Repeat the process to use the same button to lower multiple sets of
spikes. We advise placing the spikes as barrier to the player progressing when
playing the level.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using basic JavaScript functions.
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Puzzle #2: Place a crate on button to lower a set of
spikes

Puzzle description: Player codes a button to lower some spikes when pressed and raise when depressed. A
world object e.g. crate is needed to hold the button down. 
Difficulity: Easy

Complete puzzle #1

Select the button and add the function onDepress. This will open the
Sequencer.

onDepress

Select the spikes you want to control with the button and choose raise.
SpikesA.raise();

Place a crate in the world so it can be used to hold the button down.

Tips: Repeat the process to use the same button to raise multiple sets of
spikes. We advise placing the crate so that it can’t be pushed into water / lava
and lost.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using basic JavaScript functions.
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Puzzle #3: Direct a character onto a button to
lower a set of spikes (part 1)

Puzzle description: Extension of puzzle #2. Player uses show code to direct a character to stand on the button
using directions. 
Difficulity: Medium

Complete puzzle #2. Instead of placing a crate we are going to use a
character to stand on the button.

Place a character in the world and select the function onCreate. onCreate

Select the object "this" and drag showCode from the Effects menu. The
string will need to be typed in place of "name" to make the character

walk in a certain direction. 

Tips: Increased complexity is dependent upon the number of directions used. The character will need a physical
block to prevent it walking beyond the square containing the button - in this case the tree is used. 

Programming skill / concept developed: Using basic JavaScript functions. Entering strings with direction
parameters.

this.showCode( );"this.walk(NORTH);"
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Puzzle #4: Direct a character onto a button to

lower a set of spikes (part 2)

Puzzle description: Extension of puzzle #2. Player uses show code to direct a character to stand on the button

using directions and distance. 

Difficulity: Hard

Complete puzzle #2. Instead of placing a crate we are going to use a

character to stand on the button.

Place a character in the world and select the function onCreate. onCreate

Select the object "this" and drag showCode from the Effects menu. The

string will need to be typed in place of "name" to make the character

walk in a certain direction and number of squares. 

Tips: Increased complexity is dependent on the number of directions used. The number of squares the character

needs to move will depend on its starting position. 

Programming skill / concept developed: Using basic JavaScript functions. Entering strings with distance and

direction parameters.

this.showCode( );"this.walk(NORTH, 3);"
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Puzzle #5: Use a button to create a bridge
Puzzle description: Player codes a button to create a bridge connecting two islands. 
Difficulity: Medium

Place a button in the world.

Select the button and add the function onPress. This will open the Sequencer. onPress

Use the Map tab to find createBridge.

Define the position of the bridge using either the position marker or by typing the
coordinates. 

Tips: The createBridge function only creates one square of bridge terrain, repeat the process for the number of
squares required. 

Programming skill / concept developed: Using JavaScript functions and an appreciation of using
coordinates.

map.createBridge( );Position( , , )10 14 5.1
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Puzzle #6: Place a crate on button to raise a bridge
Puzzle description: Player codes a button to raise a bridge when pressed and lower when depressed. 
Difficulity: Medium

Complete puzzle #5.

Select the button and add the function onDepress. This will open the
Sequencer.

onPress

Use the Map tab to find removeBridge.

Remove each square of bridge bridge terrain using either the position marker
or by typing the coordinates. 

Tips: The removeBridge function only removes one square of bridge terrain, repeat the process for the number of
squares required. 

Programming skill / concept developed: Using JavaScript functions and an appreciation of using
coordinates.

map.removeBridge( );Position( , , )10 14 5.1
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Puzzle #7: Direct a character onto a button to raise
a bridge (part 1)

Puzzle description: Player uses show code to direct a character to stand on the button using directions. 
Difficulity: Medium

Complete puzzle #6. Instead of placing a
crate we are going to use a character to

stand on the button.

Place a character in the world and select
the function onCreate.

onCreate

Select the object "this" and drag
showCode from the Effects menu. The

string will need to be typed in place of "name" to
make the character walk in a certain direction.

Tips: Increased complexity is dependent upon
the number of directions used. The character
will need a physical block to prevent it walking
beyond the square containing the button - in
this case the tree is used.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using basic JavaScript functions. Entering strings with direction
parameters.

this.showCode( );"this.walk(NORTH);"
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Puzzle #8: Direct a character onto a button to raise

a bridge (part 2)

Puzzle description: Extension of puzzle #7. Player uses show code to direct a character to stand on the button

using directions and distance. 

Difficulity: Hard

Complete puzzle #7. Instead of

placing a crate we are going to use a

character to stand on the button.

Place a character in the world and

select the function onCreate.

onCreate

Select the object "this" and drag

showCode from the Effects menu.

The string will need to be typed in place of

"name" to make the character walk in a

certain direction and number of squares.

Tips: Increased complexity is dependent

upon the number of directions used. The

number of squares the character needs to

move will depend on its starting position.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using JavaScript functions. Entering strings with distance and

direction parameters.

this.showCode( );"this.walk(NORTH, 3);"
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Puzzle #9: Press a button to teleport an object

Puzzle description: Press a button to teleport an object or character to a new position. 

Difficulity: Easy

Place a button and the character or object

(e.g. net) in the world. Change the object

name from "No Name" so it can be selected in the

Sequencer e.g. NetA.

Select the button and choose the function

onPress.

onPress

Choose the object or character to be

teleported and the action

setPosition(position). Choose the position the object

or character should be teleported to using the

tracker or coordinates.

NetA.setPosition( );

Tips: In the image shown the net would be

teleported to the player so it could be used to

capture the Glitchlings. Once teleported a character

could be used to complete an action for the player

e.g. pressing an inaccessible button.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using JavaScript functions and coordinates.

position
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Puzzle #10: Press a button to reveal an invisible
object or character

Puzzle description: Press a button to make a invisible object visible. 
Difficulity: Easy

Place a button and the character or object (e.g.
crate) in the world. Change the object name

from "No Name" so it can be selected in the Sequencer
e.g. CrateA.

Choose the object or character to become
visible. Under the 'State' heading change visible

to false.

Select the button and choose the function
onPress.

onPress

Select the object to be made visible (e.g.
CrateA) and drag 'visible' into the Sequencer.  = ;

Tips: In the image shown the button makes the crates
visible to create stepping stones across the water. To
make multiple objects visible repeat the steps above for
CrateB, CrateC etc.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using JavaScript functions.

CrateA.visible true
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Puzzle #11: Press a button to change terrain
Puzzle description: Press a button to change an area of terrain so that it becomes more useful. 
Difficulity: Medium

Place a button in
the world and

select the function onPress.

onPress

Use the Map tab to
find

setLandTerrain.

For your chosen
terrain select the

position, type and the
variety to appear when the
button is pressed.

setLandTerrain( , , )

Tips: In the image shown
the button changes the
terrain from sand to hoisin
sauce so that the player can
bounce over the spikes.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using JavaScript functions and defining multiple parameters.

position terrain variety
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Puzzle #12: Press a button to stop a Glitch
patrolling

Puzzle description: Press a button to stop a character's movement. 
Difficulity: Medium

Complete puzzle #14

Place a button in the world and select the function onPress. onPress

Select the character that should be affected by the button being
pressed and drag 'stop' into the Sequencer.

GlitchA.stop();

Tips: In the image shown the button stops the Glitch patrolling North to South.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using while loops for the Glitch's patrolling behaviour and simple
JavaScript functions.
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Puzzle #13: Make a Glitch patrol along one path
Puzzle description: Create a patrolling Glitch as an obstacle to player progression. 
Difficulity: Easy

Place a Glitch in the world and select the function
onCreate.

onCreate

Choose 'this' and drag walk(direction) into the Sequencer.
Make sure you choose which direction you would like the

Glitch to walk.
walk( )

Repeat the previous step but change the direction to the
opposite i.e. North and South or East and West. this.walk( );

Tips: In the image shown the Glitch will patrol North and South
once - to make code continuous patrolling see puzzle #14. You may
also want to adjust the speed of the Glitch, this can be done using
the Configuration menu.

Programming skill / concept developed: Combining multiple JavaScript functions.

direction

NORTH
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Puzzle #14: Make a Glitch patrol along one path
Puzzle description: Create a continuously patrolling Glitch as an obstacle to player progression. Extension of
puzzle #13. 
Difficulity: Medium

Place a Glitch in the world and select the function
onCreate.

onCreate

Using the Language tab drag and drop a while loop into the
Sequencer - while(test) - change 'test' to 'true'. This will set

the condition for the Glitch to patrol continuously.
while ( ) {

Choose 'this' and drag walk(direction) inside the while loop.
Make sure you choose which direction you would like the

Glitch to walk.
walk( )

Repeat the previous step but change the direction to the
opposite i.e. North and South or East and West. this.walk( );

Tips: In the image shown the Glitch will patrol North and South
until the level is terminated. You may also want to adjust the speed
of the Glitch, this can be done using the Configuration menu.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using while loops for the Glitch's patrolling behaviour and combining
multiple JavaScript functions.

test

direction

NORTH
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Puzzle #15: Make a Glitch patrol along one path for

a defined distance (while loop)

Puzzle description: Create a Glitch that patrols continuously for a defined distance. Extension of puzzle #14. 

Difficulity: Medium

Place a Glitch in the world and select the

function onCreate.

onCreate

Using the Language tab drag and drop a while

loop into the Sequencer - while(test) - change

'test' to 'true'. This will set the condition for the Glitch to

patrol continuously.

 

while ( ) {

Choose 'this' and drag walk(direction, distance)

inside the while loop. Make sure you choose

which direction you would like the Glitch to walk and

the number of squares the Glitch should patrol.

walk( , )

Repeat the previous step but change the

direction to the opposite i.e. North and South or

East and West.

this.walk( );

Tips: To find walk(direction, distance) click the down arrow next to walk(direction) in the Objects menu. Defining

the distance of the patrol means the Glitch does not rely on barriers like walls to change direction, which is useful in

the example below. 

Programming skill / concept developed: Using while loops for the Glitch's patrolling behaviour, combining

multiple JavaScript functions and parameters.

test

direction distance

NORTH
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Puzzle #16: Make a Glitch patrol in a circuit for a
defined distance (while loop)

Puzzle description: Create a Glitch that patrols continuously in a circuit for a defined distance. Extension of
puzzle #15. 
Difficulity: Hard

Place a Glitch in the world and select the
function onCreate.

onCreate

Using the Language tab drag and drop a while
loop into the Sequencer - while(test) - change

'test' to 'true'. This will set the condition for the Glitch to
patrol continuously.

 
while ( ) {

Choose 'this' and drag walk(direction, distance)
inside the while loop. Make sure you choose

which direction you would like the Glitch to walk and
the number of squares the Glitch should patrol.

walk( , )

Repeat the previous step for the other 3
directions (East, South and West) so that the

Glitch patrols in a circuit. You will need to define each
of these distances too.

this.walk( , );

Tips: To find walk(direction, distance) click the down arrow next to walk(direction) in the Objects menu. Defining
the distance of the patrol means the Glitch does not rely on barriers like walls to change direction. In the example
below the Glitch will patrol around the island of grass. 

Programming skill / concept developed: Using while loops for the Glitch's patrolling behaviour, combining
multiple JavaScript functions and parameters.

test

direction distance

EAST 4
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Puzzle #17: Make a Glitch approach the player
when nearby

Puzzle description: Glitch approaches the player when within a defined radius. 
Difficulity: Easy

Place a Glitch in the world and select the
function onAlert.

onAlert

Select 'this' and walkTowards(object) - choosing
the player as the object. this.walkTowards( );

Choose the distance that triggers the Glitch
walking towards the player by entering a

number in the 'nearDistance' field under the
Configuration menu.

Tips: In the image below the red circle shows the radius
of the nearDistance for the Glitch.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using simple JavaScript functions.

player
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Puzzle #18: Trick a Glitch into a hazard when the
player is nearby

Puzzle description: Glitch approaches the player when within a defined radius. Extension of puzzle #17. 
Difficulity: Easy

Place a Glitch in the world and select the
function onAlert.

onAlert

Select 'this' and walkTowards(object) - choosing
the player as the object. this.walkTowards( );

Choose the distance that triggers the Glitch
walking towards the player by entering a

number in the 'nearDistance' field under the
Configuration menu.

Place a hazard to kill the Glitch with - this could
be spikes like in the image below.

Tips: In the image below the red circle shows the radius
of the nearDistance for the Glitch. Your hazard could
also be lava or water in place of spikes.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using simple JavaScript functions.

player
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Puzzle #19: Make a Glitch patrol only when the
player is nearby

Puzzle description: A Glitch is stationary until the player is within a defined radius. Extension of puzzle #18. 
Difficulity: Medium

Place a Glitch in the world and select the function onAlert. onAlert

Using the Language tab drag and drop a while loop into the
Sequencer - while(test) - change 'test' to 'true'. This will set

the condition for the Glitch to patrol continuously.

while ( ) {

Choose 'this' and drag walk(direction) inside the while loop.
Make sure you choose which direction you would like the

Glitch to walk.
walk( )

Repeat the previous step but change the direction to the
opposite i.e. North and South or East and West. this.walk( );

Tips: This can be extended by following puzzle #16. In the image below the red circle shows the radius of the
nearDistance for the Glitch. Your hazard could also be lava or water in place of spikes. 

Programming skill / concept developed: Using simple JavaScript functions.

test

direction

NORTH
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Puzzle #20: Press a button to change the direction
a Glitch patrols

Puzzle description: Press a button to change the path along which a Glitch patrols. 
Difficulity: Medium

Complete puzzle #14

Place a button in the world and select the function
onPress.

onPress

Select the character that should be affected by the
button being pressed and drag walk(direction) into the

Sequencer.
GlitchA.walk( );

Tips: In the image shown the Glitch patrolling North to South will
be forced West into the water when the button is pressed.

Programming skill / concept developed: Using while loops for the Glitch's patrolling behaviour and simple
JavaScript functions.

WEST


